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Cairo Knife Fight is unpredictable, full of both raw primal energy and 
artful jazz-inspired arrangements and improvisations. It is astonishing 
how much sheer physical force by virtue of their sonic-assault 
volume, and the multi-layered musicality of their concepts and their 
execution that comes from a duo. Sure enough, the recorded works 
are more than just the efforts of two musicians, but the concentration 
of sound that represents the unity evident in two compatible musical 
personalities colliding and harmonizing and working off each other to 
create something more than, as the cliché goes, the sum of the parts. 
This was certainly true of the music I’d heard of Nick Gaffaney and 
Aaron Tokona. Hearing Nick and the legendary George Pajon, jnr. was 
something I was anticipating with more curiosity than anything else.
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And so to Saturday night at the Dux Live and the audacious seeming 
pairing of Nick Gaffaney and George Pajon, jnr. What this grammy 
winning funkster and contributor to the hip-hop styled Black Eyed 
Peas was going to bring to the awe-inspiring duo monster Cairo Knife 
Fight was something I wasn’t rightly able to guess in advance. I’d 
heard the first single Rezlord and seen the gut-wrenching video 
featuring the fuck-you Christian Grey performance of the 
uncompromising Hannah Tasker-Poland. Nothing could have 
prepared me for the sheer physical presence of these two performers. 
Their joint and individual incorporation of their various loops and live 
treatments defies believability. Both musicians augment their 
considerable range of sounds with a large array of effects switches as 
they deftly work off the interplay between their own manipulations 
and each other’s to create continually evolving sounds that merge, 
decay and multiply, all within driving beats and riff powered melodies. 
There are so many songs in this collection. Individual, stand-alone 
songs with their own feel that sit within a whole very satisfyingly. 
Having experienced the blistering volume merchants The Gordons 
and Motörhead I tend to be less than impressed by the aesthetic of 
going up to 11. Not so on Saturday night. It’s a full twenty four hours 
later as I’m writing this and there is still residual tinnitus humming 
along. They can play loud, so loud it’s like an extra presence beyond 



the music, and the music is great on its own. George and Nick are so 
in tune with each other they are like one person, which sounds trite, 
but we heard that George’s instruments were impounded for no good 
reason by Customs, depriving the band of valuable rehearsal time. It 
seemed immaterial to the audience, though. George’s hands 
disappear in a blur. Nick’s triple thrashing syncopations on the kit 
sound like Buddy Rich at times. In fact I listened to the Fumio 
Karashima Trio on my way home after the gig and I could hear Cairo 
Knife Fight still in the intense rush of Karashima’s Neo-Bebop. No 
wonder: the musicianship of Cairo Knife Fight is as shifting and 
dynamic and as hard to pin down as anything you are likely to hear 
from two guys on one stage. They played until they ran out of songs 
and it looked for all the world as though they emptied the gas tank at 
the same time. To the decaying loops of the last song, Nick Gaffaney 
and George Pajon threw their arms around each other and walked off 
stage leaving an overjoyed and thoroughly blown away Dux Live 
audience certain they had witnessed something truly special. I think it 
was without doubt, a significant moment in rock and I feel deeply 
satisfied that I was there to experience it.


